
Cape Swoosh Productions is proud to announce it's next podcast adventure:
Akira Himekawa's manga adaptation of 

The Legend of Zelda: Four Swords!
We are looking for the very best voice talents to join us in our year-long quest to defeat

the wind mage Vaati and rescue Princess Zelda

SOME REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS READING SERIES
You must be available for the recording dates of February 2nd, April 5th, and June 7th.  If
you are unavailable on these dates, you will not be considered.
You must be able to travel to Montclair, NJ for recording dates
Audition entries must be sent in by Sunday, December 29th

Sides are available in the description below, and on our website at
CapeSwooshProductions.com!  

If you're interested, please send your readings in WAV or MP3 format to
capeswoosh@gmail.com, with your preferred name and "Four Swords Audition" in

the subject line.  You may audition for as many characters as you'd like.
 

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to us at capeswoosh@gmail.com.
We'll see you in Hyrule!



Green (Young male, Gender Nonspecific): The original Link, youngest of the Hylian
Knights, and the champion of Hyrule.  He has a brazen confidence, but puts the
protection of the kingdom and Princess Zelda above all else.
 
I never needed any help.  I worked best when I was alone.  Then, suddenly, there were four
of me!  We got split up, but we're trying to get together again.  We have a role to fill as the
hero of the Four Sword!

Red (Young male, Gender Nonspecific): The crimson Link, made real by the Four Sword. 
 Not always the most focused, but his optimism and gentleness guide him well on the
path to virtue.
 
I always relied on you guys for help...but now I know I need to be more self-reliant!  I
wonder if I've gotten any tougher?
 
Ow, that hurt!  Why am I always getting hurt?  ...where am I?

Blue (Young male, Gender Nonspecific): The cerulean Link, made real by the Four
Sword.  Bull-headed and determined, he doesn't let a thing like "common sense" stop
him from charging into a fight.
 
I'm going in!  Show yourself, Vaati!!  The great Link is here to vanquish you!  Quit messing
around!  Get out here and take your vanquishing!

Vio (Young male, Gender Nonspecific): The amethyst Link, made real by the Four Sword.  
Pragmatic and analytical, this Link tends to have his eyes in a book and his mind 4
steps ahead of his compatriots
 
Around the arena is a lake of lava.  The boulders will shoot flames if you get too close.  If
you're smart, you'll surrender now before it's too late.

Zelda (Female): The Princess of Legend, and ruler of the land of Hyrule.  Wise beyond
her years, but misses the simpler times she spent with her childhood friend, Link.
 
A flower?  For me?  Is it wildflower season already?  Thank you!  ...when you bring
wildflowers to me, I can see the whole of Hyrule.
 
Brute!  You're no shadow!  More like a faint and twisted echo!  Even at his worst, Link would
never be as crude and rude as you!

Shadow (Young male, Gender Nonspecific): The dark Link, created by an unknown
magic.  A grim entity that prides himself of being superior to the others, and the
"true" champion of Hyrule. 
 
Your father?  He was such a weak man!  In the end, he bowed down and begged for his life. 
Over and over, he begged to be spared!
 
Don't...ever..mock that shadows!  Do I look weak to you?  Let me show you the raw power of
darkness!!



Vaati (Monster, Gender Nonspecific): An evil wind mage, one of the first great evils to
plague Hyrule.  A shadow fiend with no trace of anything resembling humanity.
 
Fly, demons!  Block out that cursed light from heaven!  All I ask in order to give you a world
where evil reigns supreme...is that you bring me the pure blood of the royal family!

Big Poe (Monster, Gender Nonspecific): A servant of Vaati.  A devilish phantom of
trickery, they thrive by devouring the fear of it's victims.  Abhors the light above all
else.
 
This dark and unholy place is my home.  A place of pure evil.  I can taste your fear.  So
delicious.  But don't worry.  I'll put you out of your misery soon.

Arrghus (Monster, Gender Nonspecific): Demon servant of Vaati and Shadow.  A
grotesque eye with a nasty habit of kidnapping children and sending them to the
Dark World.
 
Let's play.  I know a place.  A special place where only kids can go...and play...forever!

Tingle (Male): A 30 year old man who longs to be a fairy.  Recently moved from his
father's basement.  He's known to be incredibly shady when the need arises.
 
I see you've studied!  Still, you'll need tips from an expert like me!  It's no problem.  We
masters are supposed to share our knowledge!

Dark Lord (Male): A greater evil...
 
Bugs!  Fleas!  What fragile things you are!  Give the Four Sword to me...the King of Darkness!  
It will be reforged as a sword of darkness, and be a symbol of my empire!

Captain (Male): The leader of the Hylian Knights.  A proud solider, but struggles to
connect with his arrogant son.
 
What are we to do?  He's skilled, but he's arrogant and insubordinate.  He doesn't obey
anyone...not even me, his Captain and his father!  You're the only one he listens to.  Won't
you help, Princess Zelda?

Erune (Female): A kind, young village girl.  Always sweet and well meaning, but has
trouble coming to terms with becoming an adult.
 
Link...I was just saying goodbye to Rosie.  I'm going to give her away tomorrow.  I'm a little
sad, but I'm too old to play with dolls.



Zelda's Maidens/Fairies: The attendants of Princess Zelda, who themselves are capable
of amazing power.  Helpful, but prone to capture

Additional Parts and Roles
Roles listed here are more or less limited to single issues.  Listed parts

may be double cast with previously listed parts, or doubled up with
each other.  Feel free to be creative

Townsfolk: Residents of Hyrule.  Good at heart, but have a tendency to panic.

Gerudo Traders: Nomadic battle maidens of the desert, with various goods and
services to offer.  Very hard to refuse.

Deku Scrubs: Odd plant creatures of the forest.  Aloof, but aggressive when provoked

Thieves Guild: Various bandits across Hyrule who make their trade threats and lies. 
 Meeting a hero of Hyrule is either the best or worst thing to happen to them.

Old Enchanter: Mysterious nomads whom are well beyond their years.  Their wisdom
and magic should never be taken lightly.

Soldiers and Knights of Hyrule.  Noble and strong, but still prone to the manipulations
of darkness.

Link...I can sense Princess Zelda's spirit, far away...it's faint, but she's alive!  She's waiting for
you, Link!

Someone come help!  The demons are attacking, the town's on fire, and the children are
missing!

Young man!  You seem weary from your travels.  Perhaps you'd be interested in this healing
potion that was taken-- borrowed from a nearby town.  What do you say?

Look out!  *PI!*  We're building a shrine to our lord here.  *PI*.  You're standing in the way. 
 ...Hip hip!  Hoorayyyyyyy!

They're chasing me because they think I'm a thief.  Help me, mister!  I didn't steal anything,
honest!

What a prosperous shop we have here!  Go on, lads; take whatever you'd like!

So!  You're trying to sneak up on me, eh?  Young fool!  Vaati is not your only enemy!  Ponder
that while you try to survive my curse!

What's happening?  I'm a Knight of Hyrule!  I've sworn to protect the country and the royal
family!  How could I attack a fellow knight?


